Print New Edition of Fine Caddie Book

A. P. Webster, of Moline, Ill., and G. Decker Trench, of Davenport, Iowa, at the request of the Tri-City Golf Association and with the endorsement of the Iowa Golf Association, have issued the first revised edition of the splendid caddie instruction book prepared by Price Wickersham and Frank Lauder of the Kansas City Golf Association.

This booklet is an invaluable aid to the club that is seriously concerned with proper training of its caddies. There is given complete details of a caddie system that has the endorsement of a number of years successful history, a raft of interesting and simple instruction material for the boys, so presented that the kids will read and heed it, plenty of pictures to simplify correct practice for the caddies, a "Caddychism," simplified and condensed rules of golf, a golf glossary, and quite a little golf reference material of interest to players as well as to the caddies.

There is no doubt of this book being a practical asset in an important and aggravating phase of golf operations, and GOLFDOM recommends it without reserve to club officials who are responsible for caddie training and management. The publishers are taking a chance in the hope they'll break even on the financial outlay required in publishing the book and are contributing their own time and effort to the cause.

Single copies of the book sell for 75 cents. The quantity prices are down to the point where it won't strain any club to give its regular caddies each one of these books in establishing a system that will greatly reduce the impulses of the fussy members to wring the necks of the thoroughly natural little devils en route to fame and fortune via bag-toting.

Used Golf Balls Bought for Cash—Responsible house will buy used balls in any quantity at the right prices. Address Bl. care GOLFDOM, 26 Vesey Street, New York.

Racks HANDICAP Cards
John Willy Handicap racks and cards are standard with practically all the leading American golf clubs. Write for booklet.
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